There is so much exciting and well produced disability media available today. The challenge comes in knowing where to find it, what to pick and how to use it.

For our valued customers and friends, we are providing a monthly media recommendation that you can use in your trainings, classrooms, and share with your networks.

We appreciate your business and hope you think of us as a trusted source.

Best,
Alice Elliott, Director,
Welcome Change Productions
www.welcomechange.org

Making Accommodation Mainstream...

Quote of the Month

A true friend knows your weaknesses but shows you your strengths; feels your fears but fortifies your faith; sees your anxieties but frees your spirit; recognizes your disabilities but emphasizes your possibilities.

- William Arthur Ward

Media of the Month

Sweeney Todd - Live from the Lincoln Center with Video Description
Watch a preview of the broadcast here.

In September, PBS broadcast their first ever Live from Lincoln Center program with video description, produced by Bridge Multimedia. The video description is not only accurate and efficient, it is engaging and appropriate to the show’s dark tone.

Three Reasons Why This is Worth Watching

1. PBS's Live from Lincoln Center is a nationally broadcast program that reaches thousands of viewers - adding a video description to the program brings this accommodation (and a recognition of the need for it) to a very mainstream audience.

2. The pleasure of discovery: people who do not think of themselves as needing any assistance may find themselves “hearing” more of this production, enriching their experience.

3. Great works should absolutely be accessible to everyone - PBS's broadcast acknowledges this, and brings their programming a step closer to universal accessibility.

We hope you find this Media and Disability information helpful. If you know of media that you think is useful and should be featured in our newsletter, feel free to let us know!